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Abstract— In the previous few years, cloud comput- ing has 

matured from being a promising business conception to one 

of the quickest growing segments of the IT business. 

Although it's necessary to benefit from cloud based 

computing by means of deploying it in diverse sectors, the 

security aspects in a cloud based computing setting remains 

at the core of inter- est. cloud security is an evolving sub-

domain of computer security, network security, and broadly, 

data security. It refers to a broad set of policies, technologies, 

and controls deployed to guard data, applications, and also 

the associated infrastructure of cloud computing. If security 

isn't strong and consistent, the flexibleness and benefits that 

cloud computing offers have very little credibility. This 

review paper defines the chief security risks and problems 

that are presently prevalent in the cloud computing industry.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing activities includes the employment of social 

networking sites and different varieties of inter- personal 

computing; but, most of the time cloud computing concerns 

with accessing online software applications, data and 

information storage and process power. Cloud computing is 

used to increase the capability or add capabilities dynamically 

while not financing in new infrastructure, training new 

personnel, or licensing new packages. It extends Information 

Technology’s (IT) existing capabilities. Cloud service 

Providers (CSP’s) provide cloud platforms for his or her 

customers to use and make their net services, very similar to 

internet service providers that supply costumers high speed 

broadband to access the net. CSPs and ISPs (Internet Service 

Providers) both of which provide services. normally cloud 

providers provide three different styles of services i.e. 

Software as a Service (SaaS), Plat- form as a Service (PaaS) 

and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). however as more and 

more data on people and firms are placed within the cloud, 

issues are growing regarding its safety. Security problems in 

cloud computing has a significant role in slowing down its 

acceptance. 

II. SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

A. Heightened security threats should be overcome so as to 

learn from this new computing paradigm. Some security 

issues are listed and mentioned below: 

1) Security concern #1:  

Company has profaned the law (risk of information seizure 

by (foreign) government). 

2) Security concern #2:  

Storage services provided by one cloud vender could also be 

incompatible with an- other vendor’s services if user decides 

to maneuver from one to the other (e.g. Microsoft cloud is 

incompatible with Google cloud). 

3) Security concern #3:  

Who controls the encryption/ decryption keys? Logically it 

ought to be the client. 

4) Security concern #4:  

making certain the integrity of the information (transfer, 

storage, and retrieval) which means it should change solely in 

response to licensed transactions. A typical standard to 

confirm knowledge integrity doesn’t exist yet. 

5) Security concern #5:  

Some government laws have strict limits on what data 

regarding its citizens can be kept and for how long, and a few 

banking regulators need that customer’s monetary 

information stay in their home country. 

6) Security concern #6:  

Customers could sue cloud service providers if their privacy 

rights are profaned, and in any case would cause damage to 

the cloud service provider. Issues arise once it's not clear to 

people why their personal data is requested or how it'll be 

used or passed on to different parties. 

7) Security concern #7:  

With the cloud model management physical security is lost 

attributing to the sharing of computing resources with 

different corporations. No knowledge or control of where the 

resources run. 

8) Security concern #8:  

The dynamic and fluid nature of virtual machines can be 

troublesome to keep up with the consistency of security and 

make sure of the audit ability of records. 

9) Security concern #9:  

In case of Payment Card Indus- try Data Security Standard 

(PCI DSS) data logs must be provided to security managers 

and regulators. 

10) Security concern #10:  

Users should maintain application enhancements to be certain 

that they're protected. 

B. Privacy sensitive information: 

 Personally identifiable information(PII [10]): any data 

that can be used to identify or find an individual (e.g. 

state, name, address) or data that is cor- relative with 

different data to identify a person. (e.g. credit card 

number, internet protocol (IP) ad- dress). 

 Data regarding religion, race, health, union membership, 

sexual orientation, job performance, monetary data, 

biometric data or any information that will be thought of 

as sensitive. - Data collected from computer devices (e.g. 

notebook, smart- phone, iPad). 

 Information unambiguously traceable to a user device 

(e.g. IP address, audio Frequency Identity (RFID) MAC 

address) 

C. Additional Considerations to be aware of: 

 Access: Data subjects have a right to grasp what personal 

data is kept and, in some cases, will create a request to 

prevent processing it. If a data subject exercises this right 
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to ask the organization to delete his data, Will it confirm 

that all of his data has been deleted within the cloud. 

 Compliance: What are the applicable laws, laws, 

standards, and written agreement commitments that 

govern this data, and who is chargeable for maintaining 

the compliance? Clouds cross multiple jurisdictions in 

multiple states. 

 Storage: Where is the information within the cloud 

stored? Was it transferred to a different data center in 

another country? Privacy laws in numerous countries 

place limitations on the flexibility of organizations to 

transfer some styles of personal data to different 

countries. 

 Retention: How long is personal data (that is transferred 

to the cloud) retained? United Nations agency enforces 

the retention policy within the ncloud, and the way area 

unit exceptions to the present policy (such as legal 

proceeding holds) managed? 

 Destruction: Is it possible to know that the cloud service 

provider (CSP) didn’t retain extra copies? Did the CSP 

destroy the data, or simply made it inaccessible to the 

organization? Is CSP keeping the data longer than 

necessary so it can mine the information for its own use? 

 Audit and monitoring: How will the organizations 

monitor their CSP and provide assurance to relevant 

stakeholders that privacy needs are met once their PII is 

within the cloud 

 Privacy breaches: How can we make sure that the cloud 

service provider (CSP) notifies us once a breach happens, 

and who is chargeable for managing the breach 

notification method If contracts include liability for 

breaches ensuing from negligence of the CSP, how is that 

the contract implemented and how is it determined who 

is at fault? 

III. SOME SOLUTION FOR SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD 

COMPUTING 

Following approaches can be useful for secure cloud 

computing: 

 Investigation Support: Audit tools provided to the users 

to see how their data is hold on, protected, used, and 

verify policy control. However investigation of illegal 

activity is kind of troublesome as a result of knowledge 

for multiple customers could {also be|is also} collocated 

and should also be geographically spread across set of 

hosts and data- centers. To unravel this audit tools should 

be contractually committed with the proof. 

 Network Security: A user might deny the access of any 

web based service by using IP Spoofing which might be 

a reason for security harm [6]. For solving this we will 

use Digital Signature technique. SSL (Secure Socket 

Layer) Protocol is employed for managing security of 

message transmission on the net, that conjointly avoids 

resource hacking. 

 Encryption Algorithm: Clearly cloud service sup- pliers 

encode the user’s data using strong encryption algorithm. 

But the drawback is that encryption accident can create 

data to be wholly unusable and encrypting it conjointly 

complicates the provision [6]. to solve this problem the 

cloud provider should give proof that that encryption 

scheme  were designed and tested by experienced 

specialists. 

 Backup: Natural disaster might harm the physical 

devices that may cause loss of data. To avoid this 

problem backup of data is the key of assurance of 

services provided by vender. 

 Client satisfaction: Terribly laborious for the client to 

truly verify the currently enforced security practices and 

initiatives of a cloud computing provided by the service 

provider as the client typically has no access to the 

provider’s facility which may be comprised of multiple 

facilities across the globe [8]. Solution for this Provider 

ought to get some customary certificate from some 

governing or standardized establishment that ensures 

users that supplier has established adequate internal 

control and these control are in operation with efficiency. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Although Cloud computing is seen as a brand new 

development that is about to revolutionise how we use the net, 

there's abundant things to be cautious about. There are several 

new technologies rising at a fast rate with technological 

advancements and with the potential of creating human’s 

lives easier. However, one should be terribly careful to know 

the security risks and challenges these technologies come 

with. Cloud computing is not any exception. During this 

paper key security is- sues and challenges that are presently 

faced within the Cloud computing are highlighted. Cloud 

computing has the potential to become a frontrunner in 

promoting a secure, virtual and economically viable IT 

resolution within the future. 
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